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Interpretability in machine learning aims to provide explanations on the behaviors of complex predictive
models, widely refer as black-boxes. Generally, interpretability means the understanding of how the
models work internally, whereas, explanations are the one way to make machine learning models
interpretable, e.g., using transparent and simple models. Numerous approaches have been proposed as
explanation methods which strive to interpret black-box models. These explanation methods mainly
try to approximate the local behavior of a model, and then explain it in a human-understandable way.
The primary reason to explain the local-behavior is that explaining the global behavior of a black-box
is difficult, and it remains an unsolved challenge. Moreover, there is another challenge which argues on
the quality and stability of the generated explanations. One way to evaluate the quality of explanations
is by using robustness as a property.

In this work, we define the explanation evaluation framework, which attempts to measure the
robustness of explanations. The framework consists of two distance-based measures stability and
separability. We explore and use stability measure from existing literature and introduce our new
separability measure which goes along with stability measure in order to quantify the robustness
of explanations. We examine model-agnostic (LIME, SHAP) and model-dependent (DeepExplain)
explanation methods to interpret the predictions for various supervised predictive models, especially
classifiers. We build classifiers by using UCI classification benchmark datasets andMNIST handwritten
digits dataset.

Our results illustrate that current model-agnostic and model-dependent explanation methods
do not perform adequately with respect to our explanation evaluation framework. Our results show
that these explanation methods are not robust to variations in features values and often produce
different explanations for similar values and similar explanations for different values, which leads to
unstable explanations. Our results and outcomes demonstrate that the developed explanation evaluation
framework is useful to assess the robustness of explanations and inspire further exploration and work.
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1 Introduction

Themachine learning is a core element in the advancement of science and technology.
However, in comparison to the technological progress in the field, the social aspects
and trust concerns are neglected. Today, a wide range of predictive machine learning
models are being used in digital products and services. The main concern of the
users remains the same as “can they trust the machine learning models and their
predictions”? It is essential to have trust and transparency on models because it
impacts on users decisions and enhances services quality. However, providing a
transparent service which gives an understandable explanation behind the predictions
and models is a complicated task (Lipton, 2016; Miller, 2018; Molnar, 2018; Gilpin
et al., 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019).

Such intricate models become black boxes to the users, affecting end-users trust
and raising concerns about predictive models interpretability. In the recent past,
researchers have attempted to define interpretability in machine learning, though
it appears it requires more understanding and investigation (Lipton, 2016; Miller,
2018; Molnar, 2018). On the other side, experts who build predictive models to solve
complex problems lack robust model validation, and testing approaches (Murdoch
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). They mainly utilize standard accuracy measures to
evaluate the models which may not indicate the product’s goal every time. Having
blind faith in such measures can not only harm a service quality but also put machine
learning models under questions (Miller, 2018; Molnar, 2018).

An increasing need for making machine learning interpretable and debuggable
has established a new sub-field, Explainable Machine Learning, which aim to solve
related challenges (Adhikari et al., 2018). Various model-agnostic (Ribeiro et al.,
2016b; Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Björklund et al., 2019), and model-dependent
(Ribeiro et al., 2016b) explanation methods are developed to explain the behavior of
predictive models. These methods strive to interpret black-box models and aim to
present explanations in a human-understandable way. However, a new challenge
has appeared on how to measure the quality of explanations (Lipton, 2016; Miller,
2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019)?

This work tackles the above question and tries to study and investigate the
components which are useful in evaluating explanations. In the process, multiple
explanation methods (Section 3) are tested on various kind of supervised predictive
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models, especially classifiers (Section 4.1 and Section 4.2) and datasets (Section 4.1.1
and Section 4.2.1).

1.1 Motivation

An increasing amount of real-time intelligent services have established the user
needs for trust and transparency. In simple cases such as email spam filtering, mostly
users put their trust into an application. However, in practical cases, users need to
be able to understand the reason behind a decision, i.e., loan rejection (Guidotti
et al., 2018; Lipton, 2016; Molnar, 2018). On the other side, services which aim to
provide explanations to non-technical users need stable and consistent explanation
method. Failing to provide transparency can increase users concerns, which directly
impacts the users’ trust factor. Thus, there is a need to make predictive models
interpretable by using methods which provide human-interpretable explanations
(Guidotti et al., 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019; Gilpin et al., 2018). This research
is motivated to explore current explanations methods to generate explanations for
various classifiers and then evaluating the explanations.

1.2 Explanations Needs in Machine Learning

Explanations are becoming crucial in machine learning, especially with the rise
of data usage. Nowadays, users demand more explanations related to their data
consumptions and urge businesses to put robust data practices (Doshi-Velez et al.,
2017) Moreover, growing data regulations have increased the need for transparency,
and multiple industrial segments are striving to adapt to the change. Mainly, it is
critical to give explanations in sectors which take users sensitive data to serve it to
intelligent models such as insurance, health or banking (Molnar, 2018).

Providing explanations is not only essential to retain the users’ trust but also
decreases the social and ethical issues related to data exploitation. Lipton (2016)
states that companies appear suspicious to users when they receive personal data
consent for a particular use, but they operate opposite to users consent. In the
scenarios where users feel the data exploitation concerns, they often ask companies
to tell them the reasons behind the decisions (Honegger, 2018; Guidotti et al., 2018).

Moreover, pursuant to protection, European Union general data protection regu-
lation (GDPR) gives a right to users to ask about an explanation regarding decisions.
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Additionally, it is now obligatory to businesses to provide and accommodate user
when he/she has some discrimination concerns. GDPR empowers data subject
in such situations and requires businesses explanations (Doshi-Velez et al., 2017;
Goodman and Flaxman, 2017). Article 13 and 14 in GDPR asserts that a data
subject has the right to ask for “meaningful information about the logic involved in
algorithmic decision-making” (Goodman and Flaxman, 2017).

1.3 Research Problem

The problem is that high accuracy machine learning models become obscure due
to their complex structure. Often, these models behave as black-boxes, and it is
hard for practitioners to explain them in a human-understandable way. Explanation
methods aim to open such black-boxes and present explanations to a certain degree.
However, generated explanations are often lacking stability, consistency and overall
faithfulness. It creates a need to measure the quality of explanations. Thus, a
research problem can be defined as:

Research Problem: How to measure the quality the explanations to compare
explanations methods?

As the above problem statement indicates, the primary need is to have a quality
measure which helps to make the comparison among explanations and explanations
methods. In the past, mostly a questionnaire approach has been used to do qualitative
analysis. However, it is expensive and time-consuming, which always require a
human-based review and interaction (Molnar, 2018; Honegger, 2018; Ribeiro et al.,
2016b; Lundberg and Lee, 2017).

1.3.1 Research Questions

An above research problem comprises multiple elements, which can be divided into
the following research questions. The primary need is to have a robust framework
which evaluates the quality of generated explanations. Thus, the main research
question which encapsulates the research challenge can be derived as:

Research Question: What is a robust framework which evaluates the quality of
generated explanations?

It is an active cross-domain research question which first requires to define what
is good explanation, for which no consensus exists. The research in social sciences
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and human behavioral studies give some directions which help to understand the
meaning of good explanations (Lipton, 2016; Miller, 2018). However, the ability
to understand the explanations also rely on external factors such as education and
age. In this work, we aim to tackle the above research question and further split it
into the following research questions (RQs). These research questions frame our
approach to explore and investigate current research.

Research Question 1: In literature, what does it mean to have interpretability
in machine learning?

The first question presents the idea to understand the meaning of having
interpretability in machine learning. It mainly consisted of the components to
identify the relevant literature by exploring scientific journals, surveys, dissertations,
books, and papers. Moreover, narrowing down the research problem by reviewing,
gathering, and understanding the related material.

Research Question 2: In literature, what are the current approaches to generate
the explanations for classifiers?

The second question requires a more systemic review for the material gathered
in the first phase. It helps to highlight the research gaps and identify the current
approaches for generating explanations. Furthermore, it intends to recognize the
various types of explanations methods and understand their inner working with
respect to interpret black-box models.

Research Question 3: In literature, what are the existing frameworks to measure
the robustness of generated explanations?

The third question strives to find and review the existing methodologies, which
validate the explanation methods. In interpretable machine learning, interpretability
generally refers to understanding how models work, and explanations and explana-
tions methods are the one way to interpret models. This research question primarily
tries to review and verify that what are the existing ways and framework which can
help to measure the robustness of generated explanations. The robustness can be
used as a property of explanations, which helps to evaluate the quality. Moreover, it
analyses how to enhance existing robustness metrics.

Research Question 4: How to design or enhance an existing framework which
measures the robustness of generated explanations?

The fourth question defines the robustness measure, which can contribute to
the existing explanations evaluation criteria. It explains the most relevant parts
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and formalizes the research approach to derive the experiments. It also verifies the
execution plan for multiple experimental settings and outcomes a plan to run the
experiments.

Research Question 5: How to apply the evaluation framework which measures
the robustness of generated explanations for classification cases?

The last question covers running multiple experiment pipelines and applying
evaluation framework. It produces the results and summarizes the findings. Moreover,
it identifies the limitations, future work conclusions.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis outline is as; Section 2 gives an overview of interpretable machine
learning and explains the types of interpretable and explanation methods. Moreover,
it specifies the certain properties which help to evaluate the explanations. Section 3
explains the selected methodologies for this research and defines the approach of
evaluating generated explanations by explanation methods. Section 4 presents our
experimental setup and shows our experiments and results. In the end, Section 5
summarizes the results, discusses limitations and future work, and conclusion.

2 Interpretability in Machine Learning

This section presents the recent research which has contributed to defining the notion
of interpretability in the context of machine learning. Interpretability plays a vital
role in many aspects of machine learning, e.g., fairness, decision-making, model
validation, model testing, and implementing data usage regulation (Guidotti et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2019). In the recent past, it has received considerable attention,
particularly for the topics related to bias and fairness in machine learning models
(O’Neil, 2017; Molnar, 2018).

In general, interpretability means to present (information of some form) in
understandable terms. It is a broad term that often depends on multiple factors such
as a domain, audience and application; therefore, it is hard to define it (Rüping, 2006;
Kim et al., 2016; Miller, 2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). Likewise, in
the context of machine learning, interpretability lacks a widely agreed mathematical
definition, though researchers have tried to define it in a non-mathematical way
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(Molnar, 2018). Kim et al. (2016) defines it as “Interpretability is the degree to
which a human can consistently predict the model’s result.” On the other side, Miller
(2018) defines it as “Interpretability is the degree to which a human can understand
the cause of a decision.”Moreover, Murdoch et al. (2019) states that interpretability
means to extract relevant knowledge of domain relationships contained in data while
understanding the machine learning model behavior.

All of the above definitions point to the need for understanding the machine
learning model better. In light of this, researchers further divided the interpretability
into sub-categories. Lipton (2016) establishes the interpretability by dividing it
into two categories: transparency and post-hoc explanations. The first covers
“how the model works?”, and the latter “how much more model can tell about the
predictions?”. On the other hand, Molnar (2018) categorizes the interpretability
into three types: algorithm interpretability, global model interpretability, and local
model interpretability. The algorithm interpretability precisely tackles the question
of “how does the algorithm create the model?”. Global interpretability gives an
overall perspective for a model and attempts to answer “how does the trained model
make predictions?”. Local interpretability tries to explain the singular predictions,
and mainly addresses the question “why did the model make a specific prediction?”.

Similarly, Murdoch et al. (2019) groups the interpretable machine learning
generally into two kinds: intrinsic interpretability and post-hoc interpretability.
Intrinsic interpretability is for self-explanatory models which inherently owns the
interpretable structures such as a decision tree, rule-based model, and linear models.
In contrast, the post-hoc interpretability requires developing a secondary model to
provide explanations for an existing model. Moreover, Murdoch et al. (2019) states
that these two main categories incorporate further global and local interpretability.
Global interpretability interprets the inner working of machine learning models and
increases their transparency. In contrast, local interpretability helps to reveal the
causal relations between a specific instance and its corresponding model prediction.

Now, with an above overview of interpretability in machine learning, we
move forward to the sub-sections. Section 2.1 presents a detailed explanation of
interpretable models who intrinsically have interpretable structures. Section 2.2
gives detailed descriptions on explanation methods which incorporates interpretable
models to mimic the machine learning model behavior. Section 2.3 explains the
properties of explanations which help to design and evaluate explanation methods.
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2.1 Interpretable Models

Interpretable models emulate a machine learning model predictions. A desideratum
which lists the main elements of interpretable models includes Interpretability,
Accuracy, and Fidelity (Molnar, 2018). As highlighted earlier, interpretability
means that to what extent an explanation of a prediction is human-understandable.
Accuracy is to how well a model accurately predicts the unseen instances, and
fidelity is to how accurately a model can imitate a black-box predictor (Molnar,
2018; Guidotti et al., 2018).

In literature, one of the significant components to measure the interpretability
is the complexity of a predictive model such as the model size. It is shown
that adding constraints to a predictive model can improve the interpretability, for
example, imposing sparsity terms or enforcing semantic monotonicity constraints
in classification models (Murdoch et al., 2019). The sparsity terms encourage to
drop features which are not relevant for predictions. In contrast, monocity forces
the features to have monotonic relations with the prediction. On the other side,
components to measure accuracy and fidelity are mainly in terms of scores such
as accuracy score or F1-score (Molnar, 2018; Guidotti et al., 2018; Murdoch et al.,
2019).

The most recognized interpretable modes are linear models, decision trees, and
rules (Molnar, 2018; Guidotti et al., 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). Furthermore,
their extensions such as generalized linear models GLMs, tree-ensemble methods
can also serve as interpretable models (Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). The
fundamental property of these models is their simplified nature which makes them
easily understandable and interpretable for humans. Very often, the constraints play
an essential role to keep intact the simplicity in a model and eventually, the crucial
part is to manage the trade-off between prediction accuracy and interpretability.

2.1.1 Linear Models

Linear models intrinsically can provide explanations, and the simple way is to
analyze and visualize the feature contributions for a given prediction (Molnar, 2018;
Guidotti et al., 2018). The sign and magnitude generally be considered the primary
elements in the analyses. It a feature or attribute value has a positive contribution,
then it increases the model’s output. In contrast, if the contribution of an attribute
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value is negative, then it decreases the output of a model. Moreover, the magnitude
indicates the influence of a particular feature or attribute on a prediction. If a specific
attribute value has a higher contribution as compared to others, then it shows a
strong influence on a model’s prediction.

The analyses of feature contributions in linear models also help to quantify the
performance of a model. The overall feature contributions summarize the difference
between prediction produced by a model and an expected prediction. It makes this
possible to quantify the changes in model prediction for a particular testing instance
— for instance, how each attribute contributes to the change in the prediction of
a model (Molnar, 2018; Honegger, 2018). A series of generalized linear models
GLM which include linear regression and logistic regression appeared the most
considerable linear interpretable models in analyzing such feature contributions
(Murdoch et al., 2019).

Generalized linear models GLM have a linear combination of input features and
model parameters which often are fed to some non-linear transformation function
(Murdoch et al., 2019). One of the advantage GLM has that their weight parameters
direct exhibit the feature contributions or importances. It helps users to visualize
them instantly and understand how a model works. However, the downside is that
those weight parameters may not reflect the real importance when features are not
normalized on the same scale. It makes it crucial to normalize the scales of the
features and remove the variations appropriately. Besides, the feature dimensions
add a critical factor to maintain the interpretability of an explanation. The large
feature dimensions decrease the interpretability and make an explanation less
comprehensible to users (Molnar, 2018; Miller, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019).

2.1.2 Tree-based Models

Tree-based models can also provide explanations for predictive models (Guidotti
et al., 2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). Inherently, tree models own
selective nature that helps to prioritize the essential features based on the highest
information gain (Hastie et al., 2009). It leads to less consumption of the available
data and boosts performance as well. However, the disadvantage also hides in the
inherent tree structure: if a tree model has too many child leaves and long paths,
then it loses the comprehensibility thus becoming a black-box model that is hard to
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explain.
One of the fundamental tree models is a decision tree model that exploits the

graph-structure like a tree (Guidotti et al., 2018; Molnar, 2018). The internal nodes
in a decision tree represent tests on attributes or features, e.g., if a variable has a
value which is lower or higher or equals to a threshold. The leaf node indicates the
class label where each branch symbolizes a possible outcome. The overall paths
from the root node to the leaves represent the classification rule. It also makes
decision tree models capable of being linearized into a set of decision rules using
if-then clauses

Generally, the decision trees which are long and deep are more interpretable
than broad and more balanced trees. These constraints make a decision tree model
simpler and increase the comprehensibility of model (Guidotti et al., 2018; Murdoch
et al., 2019). Though, the partition scheme for a feature space mainly depends on
the selected variation of a decision tree. The most commonly-used decision tree
approaches in classification and regression cases are (CART), and the C4.5 and its
extension the C5.0 (Hastie et al., 2009; Molnar, 2018).

Contrary to simple decision tree models, tree-based ensemble models such as
XGBoost, random forests, and gradient boosting machines are obscure to humans
(Murdoch et al., 2019). These incomprehensible models can become interpretable
by simplifying the structure or using ways to measure the contributions of features.
Murdoch et al. (2019) highlighted three main approaches to calculate the feature
contributions. The first one calculates the accuracy gain by adds a new branch for
a feature. The reason is that a new split to a branch for a feature avoids adding
misclassified elements into calculations. The second approach uses feature coverage
which calculates the relative quantity for feature observations. The third one counts
the number of times a feature is used to split the data. All these approaches, when
trying to make inscrutable models interpretable, may cost in prediction accuracy.

2.2 Explanation Methods

Explanations methods help to interpret machine learning models which become
obscure to their complicated structure such as deep neural networks Bibal and Frénay
(2016); Miller (2018); Honegger (2018); Molnar (2018); Guidotti et al. (2018);
Murdoch et al. (2019). These explanations methods mainly utilize interpretable
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methods (explained in the above) in their implementations to provide the explanations.
These methods generate instance-level explanations to establish post-hoc local
interpretability or explanations Honegger (2018); Murdoch et al. (2019). Post-hoc
local explanation investigates the local behavior of a model and identifies the
feature contributions towards a specific model prediction. The methods which
usually explore the local model’s predictions attribute to input’s features thus called
attribution methods. Moreover, to develop a global-level understanding of a model,
explanation methods aim to build post-hoc global interpretability or explanations.
Post-hoc global explanation explains the pre-trained model knowledge in terms of
parameters or learned representations that are understandable to humansMurdoch
et al. (2019).

Generally, explanation methods are mainly of two categories: model-agnostic
explanations methods and model-dependent explanation methods Bibal and Frénay
(2016); Honegger (2018); Molnar (2018). Theoretically, model-agnostic explanation
methods aim to explain any machine learning model. In contrast, model-dependent
explanation methods built for models which are complicated in their hidden structure
such as deep learning models. In literature, a third category also appears, called
model-specific methods Molnar (2018); Murdoch et al. (2019). Model-specific
methods are interpretable models which inherently own interpretable structure, as
described in the previous section. Following sub-sections give an overview of
underlying approaches which form the bases of explanation methods.

2.2.1 Model-Agnostic

Model-agnostic methods interpret predictions of a machine learning model without
accessing its internal parameters. Generally, agnostic methods are portable and can
be applied to any arbitrary supervised learning model (Ribeiro et al., 2016a; Bibal
and Frénay, 2016; Molnar, 2018). They generate explanation by treating the models
as black-boxes and without investigating the internal model parameters. However, it
brings some risks because of the generated explanation cannot guarantee faithfulness
to a machine learning model (Bibal and Frénay, 2016; Guidotti et al., 2018; Miller,
2018). Mainly, there are three approaches broadly adapted in agnostic methods
which produce interpretations for black-boxes: permutation feature importance,
local approximation based explanation, and perturbation based explanation (Molnar,
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2018; Murdoch et al., 2019).
Permutation feature importance approach is widely applicable to variousmachine

learning models in several kinds of applications (Molnar, 2018; Guidotti et al.,
2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). It estimates the importance of a specific feature on
the overall performance of a model. The idea is that applying some permutation to
the specific feature and re-calculating the prediction accuracy tells that how much a
permutation effects the baseline accuracy. In such a way, permutations are applied
for each feature to achieve the feature importances scores, which further be ranked
to extract the most important features. The main advantage of such an approach is
that it is scalable to almost any machine learning models. Moreover, it is shown
that the approach has robust implementations and it does not necessarily require
normalizing the feature values.

In contrast, local approximation based explanation aims to explain the local
behavior of a machine learning model (Ribeiro et al., 2016a; Guidotti et al.,
2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019). It uses an assumption that given a
small neighborhood near the original input, an interpretable white-box model can
approximate the machine learning prediction. The main idea is that a sparse linear
interpretable model such as Lasso regression mimics the behavior of a black-box
model in the local input space. The dataset mainly contains the generated samples
and labels assigned by the black-box model. Once the linear model fits in the
sampled dataset, the features contributions are extracted by analyzing the internal
parameters. Such approximation depicts the black-box model locally and does not
provide a global-level explanation and understanding.

Perturbation based explanation follows the approach of calculating the feature
contributions by measuring the change in a prediction score when a feature is
perturbed or altered (Guidotti et al., 2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019).
The critical concept is that which parts of the input impacts the most change in
predictions. The perturbation is applied for all the features sequentially to analyse
the change and extract the contributions. Generally, there are two types of ways to
apply perturbation: omission and occlusion. Omission directly removes the feature
from the input to estimate the impact on the predictions. Contrarily, occlusion
replaced the feature with some reference value such as zero for word embeddings or
specific gray value for image pixels (Ancona et al., 2017; Murdoch et al., 2019).
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2.2.2 Model-Dependent

An alternative to model-agnostic methods is model-dependent explanation methods.
Generally, there are two categories in model-dependent methods: back-propagation
or gradient-based methods and perturbation based methods. These methods are
specifically designed for the specific type of models such as deep learning models,
and this work presents them in the perspective of Neural networks (NN). Neural
networks learn concepts and features in multiple hidden layers, and mostly gradient-
based explanation methods help to uncover such concepts more accurately. The main
reason is that the gradient-based methods are computationally more efficient than
non-gradient-based model-agnostic methods. However, model-agnostic methods
such as partial dependence plots or local models can be utilized to interpret deep
learning models as well (Guidotti et al., 2018; Molnar, 2018; Murdoch et al., 2019).

Back-propagation methods estimate the feature contributions by calculating the
gradients of a particular output with respect to the input. A straightforward form
of computing gradient is using back-propagation, where the gradient magnitude
represents the relevance of feature to a particular prediction or output (Guidotti et al.,
2018; Ancona et al., 2017; Murdoch et al., 2019). The large magnitude of a gradient
indicates a substantial relevance, whereas a small magnitude represents a low
relevance. There are other ways of calculating gradients as well, such as dropping
negative gradient values while back-propagation or calculating the relevance of the
final prediction score while back-propagating to the input layer. On the other side,
there are some limitations to back-propagation methods such as these methods are
limited in applying heuristic approaches and may produce noisy and unsatisfactory
explanations with some irrelevant features (Murdoch et al., 2019).

Perturbation based explanations described in the previous section get very
expensive computational when the input is high dimensional (Molnar, 2018). In
contrast, model-dependent methods use mask perturbation and gradient descent
optimization for neural network architectures. Such methods develop and train a
deep neural network which learns to predict the feature attribution mask (Molnar,
2018; Ancona et al., 2017). It improves the computational efficiency because this
requires a single forward pass to yield attribution scores for an input.
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2.3 Evaluation of Explanations

Evaluation of explanations generated by explanation methods is a well-known
problem in the research. Since there is no consensus about what interpretability
means in machine learning, it is hard to measure it in various kind of domains
and scenarios (Molnar, 2018). However, there have been attempts to formulate
some approaches for evaluating the explanations. Bibal and Frénay (2016) propose
that there are three primary levels of evaluating the interpretability: application-
level, human-level, and functional-level. Application-level evaluation means that
evaluating the explanation by the end-users through embedding it into the real
product or service. It requires a real experimental setting where the end-user would
be testing the quality of an explanation. In this case, the assessing criteria can be that
how much a generated explanation deviates from the baseline explanation produced
by a human.

On the other side, human-level evaluation is a simplified version of an application-
level assessment. The critical difference is that in human-level assessment, explana-
tions are assessed by the consumers who are not domain-expert. It helps to reduce
the experimental costs, and different interpretations are easily tested by showing it to
various groups to choose the best. In contrast, the functional-level evaluation does
not need any end-users. The key idea is to add some proxy or constraint to enhance
the explanation quality, such as restricting the depth for a decision tree model. It
establishes the interpretability, but often it comes with a cost of loss in the accuracy
of a predictive model (Bibal and Frénay, 2016; Molnar, 2018).

2.3.1 Properties of Explanations

Moreover, in literature, researchers have also attempted to define some properties
for evaluating the explanations. However, those properties are described in a
non-mathematical way, which makes it unclear and open how to measure them
(Robnik-Šikonja and Bohanec, 2018). The most highlighted properties are accuracy,
fidelity, consistency, and stability (Molnar, 2018).

Accuracy strives to cover how well an explanation predict unseen data. It
becomes essential when explanation method has to predict in place of the machine
learning model. However, if a machine learning model already has low prediction
accuracy, then having high accuracy for explanation method is not necessary. In this
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scenario, the explanation serves the purpose of explaining the inaccurate behavior
of a black-box model. Fidelity plays a vital part in such a situation (Molnar, 2018).

Fidelity tries tomeasure howwell an explanationmethod approximates prediction
of a black-box model. Fidelity is considered to be one of the fundamental properties
for evaluating the explanation of interpretable methods. The main reason is that
a low fidelity indicates the explanation method is not useful in approximating the
black-box model, making the generated explanations inadequate. Moreover, fidelity
and accuracy relate to each other; and high fidelity of explanation methods may
imply high accuracy. Mostly, explanation methods offer local fidelity due to their
limitation to provide global-level understanding for a black-box model (Molnar,
2018).

Consistency estimates how much an explanation differs between machine
learning models that are trained on a similar dataset and give the same predictions.
It is only applicable and desirable when different models share a comparable and
relative structure and use similar features while making predictions (Molnar, 2018).

Stability appears to be one of the most desirable properties in explanations.
It measures how similar are the explanations for similar instances. High stability
indicates that small changes in features which do not change the prediction, should
not substantially change the explanation. The causes of low stability are mostly
the components in the explanations methods which are non-deterministic such as
sampling of data in local surrogate methods (Molnar, 2018).

Above described properties offer pointers to better define the evaluation metrics
for existing explanation methods. An evaluation metrics are essential to determine
the goodness of explanations, which ultimately brings the confidence and trust of
the end-users.

3 Methodologies

This section explains the methodologies which are carried from research to mea-
sure explanations robustness. Explanations are generated using methods; Local
Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro et al., 2016b), Shapley
Additive Explanations (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), and DeepExplain framework
(Ancona et al., 2017). To measure the robustness of explanations, a methodology
of local Lipschitz Continuity introduced in Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018)
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is implemented and tested out on UCI classification datasets and MNIST digits
dataset. Moreover, an extension of a local Lipschitz estimation which is proposed in
section 3.5.3 also tested out on the similar datasets.

On a high-level, the steps work as follow. 1) Predictive models are trained to
perform classification tasks; these models behave as black-box models in the process.
2) Explanation methods interpret black-box models to find the reasons behind the
predictions. 3) Explanations robustness is measured using local Lipschitz estimation
technique.

Let fc : X → y as a black-box classifier who classifies x ∈ X; X = Rd to class
y, y ∈ {c1, . . . , cn}. Now, let z ∈ X be an instance from input space which requires
an explanation for a prediction fc(z) = cz . An explanation model fe(z) outputs an
explanation feature vector e = Rd for which the estimation of robustness or stability
is required. The main objective of this section is to define the notion of stability
using local Lipschitz estimation which requires a neighborhood Nε (z) around an
instance z ∈ X . Verbally, the notion of stability is the estimation of "how similar
are the explanations for similar instances" and vice versa indicates the notion of
un-stability.

A detailed explanation for agnostic explanation methods (LIME and SHAP) is
presented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, respectively. Section 3.3 describes the
unified framework for model-dependent methods. Section 3.4 defines similarity
measure and Section 3.5 formalizes the explanation evaluation framework which
defines the robustness measures and presents the algorithmic design used in the
implementation.

3.1 LIME (Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations)

LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations) is an explanation method
which approximates the explanations for individual predictions of any classifier or
regressors (Ribeiro et al., 2016b). The motivation behind LIME is simple; imagine
there is a black box model which is trained on some data and gives predictions for
new data points. LIME tries to explain a specific prediction of the black-box model
by fitting the interpretable model locally. It trains the local interpretable model in
a selected local vicinity around a point of interest. A new training dataset which
contains permuted samples and corresponding predictions by the black-box model
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is used to train and evaluate the local interpretable model.

3.1.1 LIME explanation mechanism

The generated explanations can be textual or visual artifacts that show the relationship
between an instance’s features and the model’s prediction. A critical argument
here is what if an explanation is not intelligible, therefore it is essential to make
it faithful and understandable. Figure 1 illustrates the case where a doctor can
utilize the model explanation to make a decision. Here, an explanation is a small
set of symptoms with some weights associated with them; green indicates positive
contribution where red shows that the symptom is contributing negatively. It helps
in the decision-making where a domain expert can accept or reject the explanation
based on his or her prior knowledge.

Figure 1: LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016b) Depicts that an explanation behind the
model prediction can help a doctor to make an informed decision. LIME presents
the symptoms which led the model to predict that a patient has flu. As portrayed
"sneeze" and "headache" contributed positively, while "no fatigue" is against the
"flu" prediction.

Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (Ribeiro et al., 2016b) ex-
plainer focuses on mainly two essential criteria while generating explanations.
The first one is that any explanation should be interpretable, i.e., the relationship
between input variables and the output prediction should be easily understandable
by users. Here, defining what is interpretable varies based on the target audience,
e.g., users can be layman or machine learning experts. However, the bottom line is,
an explanation should be simple enough to comprehend. Regardless of the hundreds
or thousands of input variables used in the black-box model, there should be a
mechanism to control the complexity of explanation.

The second one is a local fidelity which means that local interpretable model
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should be faithful in the locality around a point of prediction being explained.
Though local faithfulness may not show features which are important at the global
level, several explanations can be shown to give a global perspective. It is due to
that LIME does not generate a faithful global explanation, which remains a complex
problem to solve. Now keeping these two criteria LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016b)
provides a mechanism to produce an explanation which is interpretable and locally
faithful using interpretable model.

3.1.2 LIME explanation framework

Let g ∈ G is an explanation model where G is a class of interpretable models such
as linear models or decision trees. As explanation should be simple enough to
understand so the domain of g is {0,1}d′ , which indicates the absence/presence of the
component in its interpretable representation. Note that the original representation
of an instance being explained is x ∈ Rd but to make an explanation interpretable, a
binary vector representation x ′ ∈ {0,1}d′ is used as an interpretable representation.
Moreover, Ω(g) is used as a measure to control the complexity to ensure the
interpretability of an explanation model g ∈ G. For instance, in the case of linear
models, the complexity factor can be the number of non-zero weights, whereas, it
may be the depth of the tree for decision trees.

Now, let f : Rd 7→ R denotes a model being explained and f (x) is a probability
function which tells that x belongs to certain class. To explain the prediction locally,
πx(z) is used as a proximity measure between an instance z and x to define locality
around x. In the original work of Ribeiro et al. (2016b) πx(z) is set to a exponential
kernel, (exp−D(x, z)2/σ2) defined on some distance measure D with width σ.
Finally, the explanation can be produced using Equation (1) where L( f ,g, πx) is
a measure which tells that how unfaithful g is in approximating f in the locality
defined by πx . The goal is to average the L( f ,g, πx) while keeping Ω(g) small
enough to produce understandable explanation.

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

L( f ,g, πx) +Ω(g) (1)

LIME only implements a class of linear models G as interpretable models
g(z′) = wg .z′, and tries to average the Equation (2) (Ribeiro et al., 2016b). It
develops a linear model using sampled datasetZ. The datasetZ contains sample
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instances z′ ∈ {0,1}d′ drawn uniformly at random from nonzero elements of x ′,
weighted by πx . The labels for the sample instances z′ ∈ {0,1}d′ are generated
by using the main probability function f (z). The function requires an original
representation z ∈ Rd of an instance, which can be recovered from interpretable
representation z′ ∈ {0,1}d′.

L( f ,g, πx) =
∑

z,z′∈Z

πx(z) ( f (z) − g(z′))2 (2)

Figure 2: Intuitive example to present an idea for LIME from Ribeiro et al. (2016b).
A complex decision function f is represented as pink/blue background, which is
hard to approximate using a linear model. The instance being explained is the bold
red cross, surrounded by sampled instances (portrayed here by size). A function
f gets predictions for all sample instances and weighs them by the proximity to
the instance of interest. A dashed line is a linear model, provides a locally faithful
explanation.

Figure 2 shows intuition that how LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016b) optimizes (1).
The figure depicts that instances are sampled in the vicinity of x (bold red cross), the
instances which are near to x have more weights as compared to the ones which are
far from x. Given this locality, a linear interpretable model provides a locally faithful
explanation. Though it may not explain the complex black-box model globally, it
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captures explanation fairly well within the vicinity of the point of interest x.

3.2 SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation)

In contrast to LIME (Section 3.1), SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) is a
unified framework to interpret and explain individual predictions (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017). It works on the concepts of Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) – a method
in the cooperative game theory. In order to build the explanation for the framework,
it is necessary first to present a brief overview of Shapley values.

3.2.1 Overview of Shapley value

Shapley value is a solution concept in cooperative game theory that answers how
much each player contributes in a coalition and receives some payout based on the
contribution (Shapley, 1953). The core purpose of Shapley value is to find which
player is important in the cooperative game environment. Taking the idea into
machine learning and interpretability context, the goal is is to find which feature
value plays the most in a specific prediction. Here prediction task becomes a game;
feature values are players and feature contributions are payouts.

Assume a task of predicting the price of an apartment and one specific example
which has feature values as "park-nearby", "cat-banned", "area-50" and "floor-2nd"
predicts the price of $300k for an apartment. Now, suppose the average prediction of
all the instances is $310k, which lead to the difference of $10k price between actual
prediction and average prediction. SHapley value tries to explain the difference
value $10k and how each feature value contributed to it. In this case, it repeats all
the combinations of features values and predicts the price of an apartment and then
get the average prediction price. The computational cost increases exponentially
with the number of feature values. One way to average the computational cost is to
use fewer samples to calculate the contribution in all possible combinations.
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Figure 3: SHapley value: (Molnar, 2018): All 8 combinations require to compute
the Shapley value for feature value = "cat-banned".

Figure 3 intuitively elaborates the idea of calculating the feature contributions.
It shows all the possible combinations which are required to calculate the average
marginal contribution for feature value "cat-banned". Each of the combinations
predicts the price with or without "cat-banned" value. Then the difference between
predicted prices gives the marginal contribution for feature value "cat-banned".
Averaging the marginal contribution would give the Shapley value for feature value
"cat-banned". Similarly, Shapley values for all other feature values can be estimated
to get the complete distribution of the prediction (minus the average) among the
feature values.

3.2.2 SHAP explanation framework

Keeping the concepts of SHapley value (Shapley, 1953), SHAP (Lundberg and Lee,
2017) introduced a new class of additive feature attribution methods (Definition 1),
which unifies six different explanation methods. By applying game theory concept,
SHAP guarantees that there is a unique solution to a new class which helps to measure
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the unified SHAP values, approximated by various methods. SHAP represents an
additive feature attribution method, as a linear model of Equation (3), which enables
the connectivity of various explanation models, including LIME (Ribeiro et al.,
2016b) within the SHAP framework.

Definition 1. Additive feature attribution methods have an explanation model
that is a linear function of binary variables:

g(z′) = φ0 +

m∑
i=1

φiz′i (3)

where g is an explanation model, z′ ∈ {0,1}M is a simpled feature vector where 0
indicates the absence of feature value and 1 indicates the presence. M is the number
of simplified input features and φi ∈ R is the feature attribution for a feature i, the
Shapley values. SHAP proposed a way to transform the underlying interpretable
models into Equation (3) and then unifies explanation method who satisfies three
desirable properties (given below) of Shapley values (Molnar, 2018).

Property 1 Local Accuracy:

f (x) = g(x ′) = φ0 +

m∑
i=1

φix ′i

The first desirable property is local accuracy, and it measures how well an
explanation method approximates the output of function f for a simplified input x ′.
x ′ corresponds to an original instance x that is being explained and f is a black-box
model which predicts an output for x. In order to see whether an explanation model
g(x ′) matches the original model f (x), a function x = hx(x ′) first transforms the
simplified input x ′ to original instance x.

Property 2 Missingness:

x ′i = 0 =⇒ φi = 0

The second desirable property is missingness. It indicates that when x ′ = 0,
then the feature should not have attribution impact.
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Property 3 Consistency:

Let fx(z′i ) = f (hx(z′i )). z′
\i
indicate that z′i = 0. For any two models f and f ′

that satisfy:

f ′x (z
′
i ) − f ′x (z

′
\i) ≥ fx(z′i ) − fx(z′\i)

for all inputs z′ ∈ {0,1}M if follows that φi( f ′, x) ≥ φi( f , x).

The third property is consistency. It states that if some changes in a model
increase the input’s contribution, it should not decrease the input’s attribution. In the
context of a Shapley value, it means that if a model changes increase the marginal
contribution of a feature value, or even the marginal contribution remains the same
(regardless of the other features), then the Shapley value of the feature should not
decrease, it should also increase or stays the same.

3.3 DeepExplain Framework

DeepExplain Framework (Ancona et al., 2017) provides the unifiedway of comparing
attribution methods which examine the flow of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). It
mainly studies gradient-based methods (Simonyan et al., 2013; Shrikumar et al.,
2016; Bach et al., 2015; Sundararajan et al., 2017; Shrikumar et al., 2017) and
re-reformulates two of them (Bach et al., 2015; Shrikumar et al., 2017) in order
to provide a simpler implementation. Moreover, it proposes an evaluation metric,
called Sensitivity-n, which presents empirical comparisons among gradient-based
and perturbation-based (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014) attribution methods.

On a high-level, the goal of attribution methods is to explain predictions of DNN
by examining that which input features help to activate a target neuron. Consider a
DNN that takes an input of x = [xi, ..., xn] ∈ Rn and outputs S(x) = [S1(x), ...,Sc(x)],
where C is a total number of output neurons. An attribution method tries to calculate
the contribution Rc =

[
Rc

1 , ...,R
c
n

]
∈ Rn, given a target neuron of interest. In a

classification case, a target neuron of interest would be an output neuron associated
with the correct class label. The attribution values assigned to input features form
together the attribution maps, such as shown in Figure 4. They resemble the input
shape of a given sample and display heatmaps, where red color indicates input
features which contribute to the activation of target neuron and blue color indicates
the opposite.
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3.3.1 Perturbation-based Methods

Perturbation-based methods compute attributions directly by removing or altering
input features. These methods run a forward pass for every new input obtained and
thenmeasure the differencewith an original input. The domain of image classification
has widely adopted this technique, particularly for interpreting Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014). It visualizes the probability of a correct
class as a function of gray patch position, occluding parts of an image. Moreover, the
number of features strongly influence in these methods, due to which they perform
slowly as the number of features grow (Zintgraf et al., 2017), as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: DeepExplain (Ancona et al., 2017) shows the generated attributions
which occlude parts of an input image with gray squared patches of different sizes.
As shown, the patch size strongly influences the outcome, and the bigger patch
size focuses more on the main subject. In the heatmaps, red areas are occluded,
and represent a positive contribution to the activation, whereas blue areas have a
suppressing effect on the activation of a target output.

DeepExplain only includes occlusion-1 method from (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014)
and uses it as a comparison benchmark for perturbation-based methods. It replaces
one feature at a time with a zero baseline and measures the effect on the target output
(Ancona et al., 2017). For instance, Sc(x) − Sc(x[xi=0]), where x[xi = v] is a sample
x ∈ Rn which replaces v to i − th component of a sample.

3.3.2 Gradient-based Methods

In contrast to perturbation-based methods, gradient-based methods are faster because
they hardly relate directly to the variation of output. It is because that they generate
attributions for all input features in a single forward and backwards pass in a given
DNN. DeepExplains primarily analyses following gradient-based methods, which
are also used in our experiments 4.2.
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• Grad*Input: It computes the attribution by taking the partial derivatives of
the output concerning input and then multiplies the input with the result. It
improves the sharpness of the attribution maps, shown in (Shrikumar et al.,
2016).

• Integrated Gradient: Similar to Grad*Input, it calculates the attribution by
taking the partial derivatives of the output for input. The main difference is
that it takes an average gradient while the input varies along the linear path in
the network. See Sundararajan et al. (2017) for mathematical definition. .

• e-LRP: This method estimates the relevance of each input feature for target
neuron. It works in a backward fashion, starts from an output layer and
assigns relevance of the target neuron equal to the output of neuron itself. The
algorithm proceeds layer by layer from output to input layer, redistributing the
prediction score in the process. Refer to Bach et al. (2015) for mathematical
details.

• DeepLift: It computes the attributions with a backward pass over the network,
similar to LRP. The attribution value assigned to a unit represents its activation
in the network with respect to some baseline unit. Refer to Shrikumar et al.
(2017) for mathematical details.

• Saliency: It estimates the attributions by taking the absolute value of the
partial derivative of a target output for the input features. It indicates those
input features which perturbs for the target output. However, the absolute
value prevents the detection of positive and negative evidence that might be
present in the input Simonyan et al. (2013).

In comparison to Figure 4, Figure 5 shows that all gradient-based methods
capture the higher variance in input features while generating the attributions.
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Figure 5: DeepExplain: (Ancona et al., 2017): Several gradient-based methods
generating attributions for natural image classification and Inception V3 network
architecture.

3.4 Defining Similarity

Now moving forward, the next step is to specify a similarity measure. It is necessary
for establishing the explanation evaluation framework which can measure the
explanations generated by LIME (Section 3.1), SHAP (Section 3.2) and DeepExplain
(Section 3.3). One trivial way to define a similarity measure is utilizing Euclidean
distance measure. It is an ordinary straight line distance between two points in
Euclidean space. For instance, in Euclidean n-space the distance between two points
x = {x1, x2, ..., xn} and y = {y1, y2, ..., yn} is:

d(x, y) = d(y, x) =

√√
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (4)

Using Euclidean distance, it is straightforward to define a small neighborhood
around any instance. However, estimating neighborhood is challenging task itself,
but Euclidean distance allows us to find similar points trivially. The Definition 2 and
Definition 3 formalize the notion of defining a ball of radius r centered at instance
a as a neighborhood policy. The subtle difference between the definitions is that
closed balls contain all "exterior" points as compared to open balls.

Definition 2. Let a ∈ Rn: Then the Open Ball centered at a with Radius r > 0
denoted Br (a) is defined to be a set of all points x ∈ Rn such that | |x − a| | < r , that
is, {x ∈ Rn | | |x − a| | < r}.

Now, if n = 2 then for each a = (a1,a2) ∈ R
2 and r ∈ R2 where r > 0 we have

an open ball centered at a with radius r is:

Br (a) = {x ∈ R2 :
√
(x1 − a1)2 + (x2 − a2)2 < r}
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Definition 3. Let a ∈ Rn: Then the Closed Ball centered at a with Radius r > 0
denoted Br (a) is defined to be a set of all points x ∈ Rn such that | |x − a| | ≤ r , that
is, {x ∈ Rn | | |x − a| | ≤ r}.

And, if n = 2 then for each a = (a1,a2) ∈ R
2 and r ∈ R2 where r > 0 we have

the closed ball centered at a with radius r is:

Br (a) = {x ∈ R2 :
√
(x1 − a1)2 + (x2 − a2)2 ≤ r}

Now, a neighborhood term can be defined as below in Equation (5) using above
definitions and distance measure of Equation (4). It is useful especially relevant for
a next section where neighborhood policy is required to measure the robustness for
explanations.

Nε (xi) = {xj ∈ X | d(xi, xj) ≤ ε} (5)

Here, Nε (xi) is ball of radius ε centered at any point of interest xi. We used a
closed ball Definition 3 because Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) used the same
form in the original work.

3.5 Defining Explanation Evaluation Framework

Now, let us define the robustness or evaluation measures using the above explanations.
Intuitively, the idea is to have themeasureswhich seek a variability in the explanations
generated by interpretable methods for similar inputs. If a variation in inputs is
subtle enough that it does not change the model’s predictions, then it should not
change explanations either. Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) proposes a notion of
robustness measure which forms the basis of this work.

The critical argument was that the understanding of a complex model using
a single point-wise explanations might lead to a false understanding. One way
to address this would be looking beyond the point of interest and covering its
neighborhood to examine the behavior of a model. Therefore a crucial property such
as robustness is required to measure the explanations generated by the interpretability
methods. It ensures that an explanation of a point is roughly constant in its vicinity
regardless of the models (linear, tree-based). In a simple form, it means that
explanations for similar instances should not widely differentiate.
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Figure 6: LIME and SHAP explanations for binary classifiers from Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola (2018). The heatmaps show models’ positive-class probabilities and
bar charts represent explanations (attribution values where x in green and y in
purple) for predictions. It is visible that both LIME and SHAP explanations are
stable for linear SVM model (top) but significantly vary for a non-linear two-layer
neural network (bottom).

Figure 6 presented in original work (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018) shows
the explanations generated by LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016b) and SHAP (Lundberg
and Lee, 2017) for binary classifier predictions trained on a two-dimensional dataset.
It explained that the explanations for a complex neural network model (bottom row)
are often inconsistent and vary noticeably for neighboring points. On the other
hand, explanations for linear SVM’s predictions (top row) are relatively stable. This
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instability motivated the investigation of such a phenomenon and a need for an
objective tool to quantify stability.

In light of this, Lipschitz continuity as a function stability has been suggested
to measure the relative change in output concerning the inputs. It measures the
substantial relative deviations (global) throughout the input space. Since in the
context of interpretable methods, explanations do not require uniformity for very
distant inputs. Therefore, a local notion of stability (Definition 4) has been proposed
in the form of local Lipschitz continuity (Hein and Andriushchenko, 2017; Weng
et al., 2018), which measure the relative deviations in a small neighborhood input
space.

Definition 4. Local notion of stability: f : X ⊆ Rn → Rm is locally Lipschitz
if for every x0 there exist δ > 0 and L ∈ IR such that | |x − x0 | | < δ implies
| | f (x) − f (x0)| | ≤ L | |x − x0 | |.

In the Definition 4, δ and L are dependent on a point of interest xi. It allows
quantifying the robustness of the explanations generated by a model f in terms of
constant L. Usually, this term is not known, and it requires an estimation. One
straightforward way to solve it for every point of interest xi is to solve Equation (6).

L(xi) = max
x j ∈Bε (xi )

| | f (xi) − f (xj)| |2
| |xi − xj | |2

, (6)

where Bε (xi) is a ball of radius ε centered at xi. It is a similar term to the one
defined in (5). Moreover, Equation (6) uses norm-2 because Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola (2018) uses the similar norm even for UCI classification datasets. The
main idea of using it was to have consistency between our work.

3.5.1 Algorithmic Desgin

Moving towards algorithmic functionality, Algorithm 1 shows the implementation
for local Lipschitz estimations used in various experimental settings. It takes 1) all
the test-set points ∈ X . 2) the explanations (attribution) vectors fe(X) generated
by explanation model fe for all the test-set points ∈ X . 3) the value ε to define the
radius. The Algorithm 1 iterates for each point of interest xi to find its neighborhood
(Line 2). Then it estimates the maximal local Lipschitz value (Line 3) for the point
of interest xi by solving the (6) and outputs the computed value as L(xi). Moreover,
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multiple values for ε were tried out in experiments, and it appeared ε = 1 fits well
into our experimental settings and defines a moderate neighborhood.

Algorithm 1 LipschitzEstimations(X, fe(X), ε)
Input: {xi, ..., xn} ∈ X: test set with all the points, { fe(xi), ..., fe(xn)} ∈ fe(X):

set of generated explanation vectors for all the points in a test set, ε: radius threshold
Output: L(xi): local Lipschitz estimation value computed using (6)

1: for xi in X do
2: Nε (xi) ← {x ∈ X | d(x, xi) ≤ ε} // (5)
3: L(xi) ← maxx j ∈Nε (xi )

| | fe (xi )− fe (x j ) | |2
| |xi−x j | |2

// (6)

/* local Lipschitz estimation value for a point of interest xi */
4: return L(xi)

To be more elaborative, Line 2 takes 1) point of interest xi, which requires a
local Lipschitz estimation. 2) all the test-set points ∈ X . 3) the value ε to define
the radius. Given the inputs, it calculates the Euclidean distances from point xi to
all points in X . If the distance is less than or equal to ε then the point xj ∈ X is
considered to be in a neighborhood Nε (xi). Once the neighboring points are found
for any point xi, a local Lipschitz estimation value can be calculated (Line 3) and
after the calculation a value is returned.

3.5.2 Lipschitz Estimation as a Stability Measure

In the beginning, Section 3.5 mentions that local Lipschitz estimation as a stability
function measures relative deviations inside the neighborhood input space. To
support the argument, Figure 7 from Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) helps to
demonstrate that how L(xi) computed by above mechanism describe the relative
deviations.

The idea is to find the worst-case deviation point xj which maximize the (6)
for point of interest xi. For instance, in Figure 7 from Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola
(2018) the examples from the BOSTON dataset show that the point of interests are
incredibly similar, but their explanations by each method for the model’s prediction
vary considerably. It also depicts that maximizing (6) for xi measures relative
deviation and allows us to enforce the robustness mechanism on explanations
methods.
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Figure 7: LIME and SHAP explanations deviation examples: (Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola, 2018): Top: example xi from the BOSTON dataset and its explanations
(attributions). Bottom: explanations for the maximizer of the Lipschitz estimate
L(xi) as per Equation (6).

3.5.3 Lipschitz Estimation as a Separability Measure

In the above section, Figure 7 showed the Lipschitz estimation as a stability function
is a useful technique to measure the variation in explanations for similar inputs.
Nevertheless, it does not necessarily indicate the presence or absence of stability of
explanations for all cases. For example, if a predictive model is linear such as logistic
regression, then there would be similarities in explanations also for different class
inputs. Moreover, in the case of a complex model which has non-linear decision
surfaces globally, it might be possible that the model would be close to linear for
large parts of data. It would lead to a high stability measure for similar inputs, but
then it can likely be high for even different inputs as well.

This work introduced and contributes a new evaluation criterion as separability
measure by using Lipschitz estimation, defined in Equation (7). It measures the
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relative deviation in explanations for different class inputs, and helps to investigate
that how much explanations can be similar for different inputs. Assume that in a
multiple-class classification case, a high accuracy linearmodel classifies the instances
accurately into different class labels, and after applying Lipschitz estimation as
stability on explanations also yields high stability. Now, having Lipschitz estimation
as separability can verify that it is perhaps because of the linear nature of a model.
Figure 16 from the following experiments presents an example to show such scenario
and usefulness of separability measure.

S(xi) = avg
x j<Bε (xi )

| | f (xi) − f (xj)| |2
| |xi − xj | |2

, (7)

where Bε (xi) is a ball of radius ε centered at xi. Moreover, Equation (7) uses
norm-2 because Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) uses the similar norm even
for UCI classification datasets. The main idea of using it was to have consistency
between our work.

Lipschitz estimation as a separability together with stability measure validates
explanations more accurately and helps to interpret the model’s behavior better.
Furthermore, in Equation (6), the use of "max" means that even one example
drives the measure high, which means that in large datasets, the measure will
probably be higher. In contrast, Equation (7) uses an "average" which makes this
separability measure less bias towards one example. As a result, it indicates an
average separability in generated explanations, which means that what explanations
on-average are relatively similar, but their inputs are widely different in feature
values.

4 Experiments and Evaluation

This section presents the experiments conducted to investigate the phenomenon of
relative deviation in explanations regarding inputs using the robustness measure
(Section 3). It mainly constitutes two experimental parts. The first part uses LIME
and SHAP to interpret random forest and logistic regression models trained on
the UCI classification datasets (iris, ionosphere, glass). The second part uses
explanation methods (Saliency, Grad*Input, e-LRP, Occlusion, Deeplift) provided
by DeepExplain framework to explain the predictions of the convolutional neural
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network model trained on MNIST handwritten digits dataset.
The main objective is to utilize the explanation evaluation measure to quantify

the instability in generated explanations. Section 4.1 aims to present and explains
the results of the first part. Section 4.2 shows the results of the second part. On a
high-level, there are four components in each of the experiments pipeline 1) datasets
and preparation, 2) training and evaluating predictive models, 3) building explanation
models and 4) evaluating explanations. In the end, Section 5.1 summarizes the
results.

4.1 Interpreting Random Forest and Logistic Regression

In the first part of the experiments, the robustness of the black-box interpretability
methods (LIME & SHAP) is calculated. Three benchmark classification datasets
are used to train and interpret black-box models. For each dataset, the pipeline is
1) Split the dataset into train:test sets by 80:20 ratio, 2) Train random forest and
logistic regression classifiers on them, 3) Explain the prediction using explanation
methods, and 4) Calculate local robustness of explanations using measures defined
in Section 3.5 for all the points in the test set.

4.1.1 Datasets

To perform the quantitative experiments, following three UCI benchmark classifica-
tion datasets (Dua and Graff, 2017) are used.

• Iris1: It is a well-known classification task of plants based on four flower leaf
characteristics. It has 150 data points and three classes.

• Ionosphere2: It is radar data which contains the values of 16 high-frequency
antennas that transmitted power on the order of 6.4 kilowatts. There are two
targets values electrons in the ionosphere; "Good" or "Bad". The first indicates
that there is some structure in the ionosphere, and the latter represents that
there is no structure.

• Glass3: It is a popular classification dataset which contains the values for

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris

2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ionosphere

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/glass+identification
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attributes, i.e. sodium, magnesium etc. Each array of values has some specific
label which represents the glass category.

Table 1 shows the attributes for each dataset. Iris contains a total of 150 instances
with the number of attributes equal to four and the total number of class labels equal
to three. Ionoshpere contains a total of 351 instances, each of which has 34 attribute
values and "Good" or "Bad" class label. Glass dataset has a total of 214 instances
and a total of 7 class labels; each instance has one specific class label and a total of
9 attribute values.

Table 1: UCI Benchmark Classification Datasets

Datasets No. of Attributes No. of instances No. of Classes
Iris 4 150 3

Ionoshpere 34 351 2
Glass 9 214 7

4.1.2 Training and Evaluating Models

Random forest4 and logistic regression5 classifiers are used to training and evaluating
predictive models.The scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) is a well-recognized
python-language based library which provides a state-of-art implementation for
these algorithms. In the case of random forest, "balanced_subsample" mode is set
for setting the class_weights. The "balanced_subsample" mode computes weights
based on the bootstrap sample for every tree grown. For "n_estimators", multiple
values (100, 200 500, 1000) are tried to get the best performing model.

In the case of logistic regression, "max_iter" (maximum iteration) is set to 100
and solver="liblinear". The ’liblinear’ as a optimization algorithm is a good choice
in our case because of the small sizes of datasets. The "penalty" scheme is set to l2
norm and class_weights="balanced". The "balanced" mode uses the values of class
to adjust the weights automatically. The weights are inversely proportional to the

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.

RandomForestClassifier.html

5https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.

LogisticRegression.html
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class frequencies in the input data as n_samples/(n_classes * np.bincount(y)). To
manage multiple class case, an "ovr" mode is used which makes a binary problem
for each label and fit a model.

Table 2 shows fixed and grid search parameters used to train the models.

Table 2: Settings for Training Models

Model Fixed Parameters Grid Search Parameters
Random Forest class_weight=’balanced

subsample’
n_estimators=100, 200,
500, 1000

Logistic Regression max_iter=100,
solver=’liblinear’

penalty=l2,
class_weight=’balanced’,
multi_class=’ovr’

For each dataset, a random forest and a logistic regression classifiers are trained
using the above settings for training the models. It appears that a random forest
classifier train well on ionoshphere and glass datasets with the F1-score of 0.86 and
1.00, respectively. On the other side, Logistic Regression classifier fit well on iris
dataset. It gives the F1-score of 0.96 as compared to F1-score of 0.86 given by
random forest. Table 3 shows the F1-score of each model. Moreover, one important
point is that these results are dependent on 80:20 split ratio for the training-test sets,
and might change with another training-test split.

Table 3: F1-scores of Classification Models

Dataset Random Forest Model Logistic Regression Model
Iris 0.89 0.96

Ionoshpere 0.86 0.74
Glass 1.00 0.92

Moreover, the classification reports are given below for each dataset and model.
These reports show the precision and recall of each model. Moreover, the columns
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in each represents predictions, whereas rows represents the true class lables.
Table 4 and Table 5 show the classification reports of random forest and Logistic

Regression trained on iris dataset, respectively. After having a train:test split, a total
of 30 instances were selected in the test set. Table 4 shows that the random forest
model classifies all the instances correctly which belong to class "setosa". However,
it misclassifies one instance of "versicolor" class and two instances from "virginica"
class. The precision values achieved by the random forest classifier are 1.0, 0.83 and
0.86, where recall values are 1.0, 0.71 and 0.92 for all the three classes: "setosa",
"versicolor", and "viginica", respectively.

Table 4: Iris: Classification Report of Random Forest

Predictions
True setosa versicolor virginica precision recall f1-score
setosa 10 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

versicolor 0 5 1 0.83 0.71 0.77
virginica 0 2 12 0.86 0.92 0.89

Table 5 shows that the logistic regression model which accurately classifies
all the instances of class "setosa" and "versicolor". However, it misclassifies one
instance of "virginica" class. The precision values achieved by the logistic regression
classifier are 1.0, 0.10 and 0.93, where recall values are 1.0, 0.86 and 0.10 for all the
three classes: "setosa", "versicolor", and "viginica", respectively.

Table 5: Iris: Classification Report of Logistic Regression

Predictions
True setosa versicolor virginica precision recall f1-score
setosa 10 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0

versicolor 0 6 0 1.0 0.86 0.92
virginica 0 1 13 0.93 1.0 0.96

Table 6 shows the report of the random forest model trained on ionoshpere
dataset. It wrongly classifies the five instances of "Bad" class and gives the values of
0.80 and 0.83 for precision and recall. For a class label "Good", it only misclassifies
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the four instances out of forty-two which gives the precision and recall values of
0.91 and 0.89, respectively.

Table 6: Ionoshpere: Classification Report of Random Forest

Predictions
True Bad Good precision recall f1-score
Bad 20 5 0.8 0.83 0.82
Good 4 42 0.91 0.89 0.9

Table 7 shows the report of of Logistic Regression model trained on ionoshpere
dataset. In contrast to the random forest model, it misclassifies more instances with
respect to class label "Bad", dropping the precision and recall values to 0.76 and
0.56. It also decreases the precision of class label "Good" but it seems that a recall
value increases from 0.89 to 0.91.

Table 7: Ionoshpere: Classification Report of Logistic Regression

Predictions
True Bad Good precision recall f1-score
Bad 13 4 0.76 0.54 0.63
Good 11 43 0.80 0.91 0.85

Table 8 and Table 9 show the classification reports of Random forest and logistic
regression classifiers trained on glass dataset. The class labels shown in the tables
are the short forms of the original labels. Original labels are given below:

• BWF = building_windows_float_processed

• BWNF = building_windows_non_float_processed

• VWF = vehicle_windows_float_processed

• C = containers

• HL = headlamps
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Logistic Regression model misclassifies two instances of class label "BWNF",
which decreases the precision and recall values from 1.00 to 0.91 and 0.86, respec-
tively. Moreover, it also misclassifies one out of five instances of class label "VWF"
that drops the precision value to 0.67 and recall value to 0.8. On the other side,
random forest model with the settings mentioned in Table 2 achieves 100% precision
and recall for all the class labels.

Table 8: Glass: Classification Report of Random Forest

Predictions
True BWF BWNF VWF C HL precision recall f1-score
BWF 15 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
BWNF 0 14 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
VWF 0 0 5 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
C 0 0 0 4 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
HL 0 0 0 0 5 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 9: Glass: Classification Report of Logistic Regression

Predictions
True BWF BWNF VWF C HL precision recall f1-score
BWF 15 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
BWNF 0 12 1 0 0 0.92 0.86 0.89
VWF 0 2 4 0 0 0.67 0.8 0.73
C 0 0 0 4 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
HL 0 0 0 0 5 1.0 1.0 1.0

In conclusion, it appears that Logistic Regression fits well on iris dataset as
compared to random forest model. On the other hand, random forest is a better fit
on ionoshphere and glass datasets. Now, these six predictive models can be used as
black-box models in further experiments.
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4.1.3 Interpreting Models using LIME & SHAP

Now, having predictive models as black-boxes at our disposal, the black-box
interpretability models (LIME 3.1 and SHAP 3.2) can be used to interpret predictions
and generate explanations. Selected iris dataset examples and predictions are used
in the following demonstrations to present the concept of interpreting the black-box
model.

As explained in Section 3.1, LIME only provides the framework to explain an
individual prediction, and by combining multiple explanations it gives the global
perspective of a black-box model. The way LIME gives an explanation is illustrative
in Figure 8. It shows an example of interpreting random forest’s prediction for an
instance of iris dataset. The class probabilities are shown and in this case the class
is correctly predicted to "setosa" with p(setosa) = 1.0. To explain the prediction, it
describes the range of values which represent the positive or negative contribution
of a feature in the prediction. As a result, LIME provides an explanation vector
which contains the values for each feature.

Figure 8: LIME explanation of a Random Forest model: The figure shows an
example of explanation generated using LIME for a random forest prediction on a
test instance of the iris dataset.

In contrast to random forest model, logistic regression model predicts the class
label "setosa" with the p(setosa) = 0.85 and gives p(versicolor) = 0.15 to class
"versicolor". It is visible that both classifiers correctly predict class "setosa", but
what made a Logistic Regression model to assign a probability of p = 0.15 to class
"versicolor"? In the Figure 9, it appears that the classifier does it mainly due to a
"petal width" feature. Though the prediction result is same but an interpretation
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is different which shows that the models treat feature values in different ways.
Therefore, an explanation vector generated for a Logistic Regression prediction
contains different values for each feature.

Figure 9: LIME explanation of a Logistic Regression model: The figure shows an
example of explanation generated using LIME for a Logistic Regression prediction
on a test instance of the iris dataset

Figure 10 tries to explain the difference more explicitly. It presents the local
explanations for class "versicolor" for both models and shows an explanation
that which specific features influence Logistic Regression model to assign some
probability to a wrong class. It is illustrative in Figure 10b that the "petal width"
feature contributes positive regarding class "versicolor". LIME highlights it by
assigning positive value to the feature in an explanation vector.

(a) Random Forest, LIME (b) Logistic Regression, LIME

Figure 10: LIME explanations for class "versicolor": The figure presents the local
explanations generated using LIME for both models. It shows the difference in
values of explanations for class "versicolor".
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Similarly, SHAP 3.2 provides a framework to interpret the black-box models
and gives the explanation vectors for each instance of interest. Figure 11 shows
the summary plots generated after calculating the shapley values on the iris dataset
predictions. SHAP tells that the overall feature "petal width" is the most important
in random forest predictions (Figure 11a). However, in Logistic Regression the
"petal length" feature impacts the most in making overall predictions (Figure 11b).

(a) Random Forest, SHAP (b) Logistic Regression, SHAP

Figure 11: SHAP explanations summary plots: The figure shows the summary
plots of explanations generated using SHAP for both models. It presents that SHAP
gives the explanation vector for each instance of interest, and the figure contains a
summary of all the explanations vectors.

It is apparent from the above interpretations that the explanations generated by
explanation methods (LIME and SHAP) depends on a black-box model regardless of
the same predictions. Moreover, the explanations vary and there is need to quantify
the variations in the explanations. It helps to understand the nature of a black-box
model and the importance of explanation method.

4.1.4 Evaluating Explanations and Results

As now it is established how predictive models are built and how to generated
explanation vectors using LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016b) and SHAP (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017). It is feasible to apply robustness measures defined in Section 3.5.2
(Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018) and Section 3.5.3. It is also important to mention
that the low accuracy predictive models produce unstable explanations; thus, the
following evaluation used high-accuracy models (developed in Section 4.1.2).

Similar to the previous section, this section also uses Iris dataset examples first to
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present the worst-deviation case (Section 3.5) and then the dataset-level estimations
for each model (random forest and logistic regression) and dataset (iris, ionosphere,
glass). The main ideas presented were the need to quantify the variation occurs in
the explanations concerning the inputs. 1) Local Explanation Stability: If inputs
do not differ widely, then the corresponding explanations should not vary largely.
2) Local Explanation Separability: If explanations do not differ widely, then the
corresponding inputs should not vary largely. The defined robustness measures
gives a mechanism to quantify the variations and evaluate the explanation methods.

Local Explanation Stability Measure

In figure 12, an example of finding the worst-case deviation is presented. The
illustration aims to show that which similar instances are having a wide difference
in explanations. Figure 12a shows the deviation scenario of SHAP explanations
when interpreting the random forest for a point of interest xi . It shows the deviation
of explanation which maximizes the Lipschitz estimate L(xi) as per Equation (6).
However, the value of Lipschitz estimate (L = 0.20) is low in this specific case, but
it still captures the change of positive to a negative contribution of the feature "sepal
length".
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(a) SHAP (L=0.20) (b) LIME (L=2.80)

Figure 12: LIME and SHAP explanations deviation examples: Top: example xi
from the IRIS dataset and its explanations (attributions). Bottom: Explanations
generated for the Random Forest model that maximizing the Lipschitz estimate
L(xi) as per Equation (6).

On the other side, Figure 12b shows the deviation scenario of LIME explanations
when interpreting the random forest for a point of interest xi. zn contrast, LIME
explanations show a wide deviation. It maximizes the Lipschitz estimate L(xi)

as per Equation (6) and gives the value of L = 2.80. It seems that even a slight
difference in feature values of "petal length" and "petal width" has a high impact on
LIME explanations.

Similarly, the deviation scenarios in explanations generated for the logistic
regression model are presented in Figure 13. The first noticeable thing is that even
for the same point of interest xi, LIME and SHAP provides different explanations
when treating logistic regression as a black-box model (top row). In comparison to
Figure 12, here SHAP and LIME treat "petal width" feature as a negative contributor.
LIME explanation also shows that "sepal length" feature contributes negatively.

Figure 13 also illustrates both deviation cases of LIME and SHAP explanations
for logistic regression model. In Figure 13a, an explanation generated using SHAP
maximizes the Lipschitz estimate L(xi) as per Equation (6) and gives the value
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L = 0.157. It shows that the deviated instance explanation (bottom left) has "sepal
width" feature as a negative contributor instead of positive. Now, Figure 13b
shows the deviation case of LIME explanations. In contrast to SHAP (Figure 13b),
LIME explanations deviate largely and maximize the Lipschitz estimate L(xi) as
per Equation (6) with the value of L = 2.03.

(a) SHAP (L=0.157) (b) LIME (L=2.03)

Figure 13: LIME and SHAP explanations deviation examples: Top: example xi
from the IRIS dataset and its explanations (attributions). Bottom: Explanations
generated for the Logistic Regressionmodel that maximizing the Lipschitz estimate
L(xi) as per Equation (6).

Likewise, the local Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6) are calculated for each
test point of UCI datasets (iris, ionosphere, glass) used in experiments. Figure 14
illustrates the estimations performed for both predictive models on test points of
datasets using LIME and SHAP. It seems that SHAP has low deviations values in
explanations generated on test points of iris dataset as compared to LIME. However,
the difference in the mean is more significant when the random forest (Figure 14a)
model is used as a black-box instead of logistic regression (Figure 14b).

Moreover, it appears that SHAP provides less deviated explanations also on
test points of ionosphere dataset. In this case, explanations generated for random
forest (Figure 14a) model also gives low values of local Lipschitz estimates as per
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Equation (6) as compared to logistic regression (Figure 14b). However, LIME seems
to provide slightly more stable explanations on test points of glass datasets. In this
case, it looks that the logistic regression (Figure 14b) model gives low values of local
Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6) as compared to random forest (Figure 14a),
though the difference in the mean values of the estimations seems equal for both
models.

(a) Random forest as black-box & estimations as
per Equation (6)

(b) Logistic Regression as black-box & estimations
as per Equation (6)

Figure 14: Dataset-level local Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6) computed for
two predictive models on test points of various UCI classification datasets.

Local Explanation Separability Measure

Applying a local explanation separability measure reveals important results. Fig-
ure 15 shows an example of averaging the Lipschitz estimate S(xi) as per Equation (7)
for a point of interest xi , i.e., which similar explanations are having a large difference
in inputs.

Figure 15 shows the results when the random forest model is interpreted using the
SHAP method. A random forest model classifies both inputs correctly and assigns
probability values of above 99% to correct class labels, p("virginica")=0.996 (top
left) and p("virginica")=1.0 (bottom left). In the Figure 15a, it appears that averaging
the separability in SHAP explanations leads to understandable results. In the bottom
left, the deviation instance is classified accurately to the similar class as of the point
of interest xi . Also, it seems that SHAP does provide similar explanations for these
instances which means having on-average a reasonable separability measure in this
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scenario.

(a) SHAP (L=0.10) (b) LIME (L=0.24)

Figure 15: LIME and SHAP explanations separability deviation examples: Top:
example xi from the IRIS dataset and its explanations (attributions). Bottom:
Explanations generated for the Random Forest model that averages the Lipschitz
estimate S(xi) as per Equation (7).

On the other side, Figure 15b shows the plot when LIME explanations are used
to average the Lipschitz estimate for a point of interest xi as per Equation (7). In
contrast to SHAP explanations, LIME explanations have high separability. The
first reason is that for LIME explanations, a deviated example is not classified to
the class label "virginica" of a point of interest xi. However, it appears that LIME
seems to capture the difference in feature values, i.e. a "petal length" contributes
negatively in deviated instance explanation, and that changes the prediction of a
model to p("versicolor")=0.998 (bottom right).

Similarly, Figure 16 shows an example of applying separability measure (7) on
a setting where logistic regression model is used as a predictive model. Replacing a
predictive model to logistic regression shows the drastic change in the worst-case
deviation results. It seems that in this setting, both SHAP and LIME lacks a
separability in producing different explanations for inputs which are widely different
in feature values. It is understandable because logistic regression is a linear model,
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and even a high-accuracy model would have similar explanations for all data points.

(a) SHAP (L=0.19) (b) LIME (L=0.22)

Figure 16: LIME and SHAP explanations separability deviation examples: Top:
example xi from the IRIS dataset and its explanations (attributions). Bottom:
Explanations generated for theLogisticRegressionmodel that averages the Lipschitz
estimate S(xi) as per Equation (7).

In Figure 16a, it is visible that averaging Equation (7) for SHAP explanations
somewhat maintains separability. However, the logistic regression classifies both
instances to "versicolor" class, but there feature values are different, and class
probabilities are below 70%. It is likely because of such low prediction probabilities,
SHAP explanations on-average keeps separability. In contrast, LIME explanations
Figure 16b tend to have less separability. Averaging Equation (7) for LIME
explanations picks a deviation instance which is classified to a different class label.
It can be because that model is logistic regression and explanations can be similar
and less separable for even different class labels. Also, it is visible (top and bottom
right) that LIME explanations still somewhat have separability in explanations, it
could be because that the logistic regression assigns class probabilities which are
close to 50% in this scenario.

Finally, Figure 17 presents the local Lipschitz estimates as a separability measure
for each test point of UCI classification dataset (iris, ionosphere, glass) using LIME
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and SHAP. In Figure 17a, it appears that SHAP explanations for random forest
model trained on Iris have on-average low separability (7) mean value as compared
to LIME explanations. Similarly, when the model is logistic regression, SHAP
explanations on-average have low mean value as compared to LIME explanations,
but the margin between mean values is not larger.

In the case of ionosphere dataset, the SHAP explanations for both predictive
models result in low estimated separability (7) mean values as compare to LIME
explanations. Though if we make here a small comparison between both models,
then explanations generated for logistic regression model follow more separability
than the explanations for the random forest model.

(a) Random forest as black-box & estimations as
per Equation (7)

(b) Logistic Regression as black-box & estimations
as per Equation (7)

Figure 17: Dataset-level local Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (7) computed for
two predictive models on test points of various UCI classification datasets.

In the case for glass dataset, it looks that when a model is random forest, then
the SHAP explanations seem to follow slightly more separability (7) as compared to
LIME explanations (Figure 17a). However, the results are opposite when a black-box
model is logistic regression. In Figure 17b, LIME explanations have high estimated
separability (7) mean value compared to SHAP explanations.

4.2 Interpreting Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

In the second part of the experiments, a Convolutional Neural Network (O’Shea and
Nash, 2015) trained on MNIST handwritten digits dataset is used as a black-box
model. Overall the experiments pipeline is the same as used in Section 4.1, but
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there is a slight difference. At the first step, 1) Prepare the training and test set 2)
Train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the best possible accuracy. 3)
Predictions are explained using DeepExplain framework, which comprises various
neural network interpretability models (Saliency, Grad*Input, e-LRP, Occlusion,
Deeplift). 4) Calculate the local robustness of explanations using measures defined
in Section 3.5 for test points.

4.2.1 Dataset

The MNIST6 handwritten digits dataset is primarily used in performing all the
experiments in the following sections. However, apart from original dataset samples,
Section 4.2.4 uses a small artificial dataset created by adding Gaussian noise to
showcase the results.

Table 10 shows the attributes for MNIST dataset of handwritten digits. It
contains 60,000 training examples and a test set of 10,000 examples. The total
number of columns or attributes are 784, excluding the class label. Each image has
a height of 28 pixels and a width of 28 pixels, which gets in a total of 784 pixels.
Pixels are row-wise organized, and the pixel-value is an integer between 0 and 255,
0 means background (white), 255 means foreground (black). There are a total of 10
class labels in training examples, and each image has one label value range from 0
to 9, which represents the class of an image.

Table 10: MNIST Handwritten Digits Dataset

Attributes Training examples Testing examples Classes
784 60,000 10,000 10

As mentioned above, a new small dataset is also created for demonstrating
the evaluation of explanations results. It draws a random example from a training
example and samples new images by adding Gaussian noise. The noise ratio slightly
gets increase during the sampling, and a total of 5 to 7 instances are finally drawn at
the end of sampling.

6http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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4.2.2 Training and Evaluating CNN

To proceed further in experiments, a convolutional neural network7 (CNN) trained on
MNIST dataset used as a black-box model. Several models with different properties
were tried out in order to get the best accuracy value of 0.99 on the test set. The
selected model contains a total of five layers, two Con2D, oneMaxpooling2D and
two Dense layers.

In the first Con2D layer, a kernel_size=(3,3) and an activation=’relu’ with
input_shape=(28, 28, 1) are used along with 32 output filters. The second Con2D
layer also contained a kernel_size=(3,3) and an activation=’relu’ with a value of
64 for filters. A Maxpooling2D layer with pooling=(2,2) and a dropout=0.25
was applied on top of the second layer to reduce the calculations of weights. To
perform the classification, a final output was flattened in order to feed it to the feed
forward network who contains the last two Dense fully-connected layers. Finally, an
activation=’softmax’ in the output layer helps to make the classification for images.

As visible in Figure 18, a total of 10 epochs are used to train the network. A
’rmsprop’ value is used for an optimizer and batch_size was set to 128 instances.
Moreover, the figure shows the loss, accuracy and error patterns throughout the
training process.

7https://keras.io/layers/convolutional/
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(a) Graph of Log-loss (b) Graph of Accuracy

(c) Graph of Mean sqaured error

Figure 18: Training and evaluation of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) on
MNIST handwritten digits dataset.

4.2.3 Interpreting CNN using DeepExplain Framework

Now, having a CNN trained model which can make accurate predictions, it can serve
as a black-box model to DeepExplain framework (Section 3.3). The framework
contains attribution methods which help to interpret the predictions and generate
attribution maps. Figure 19 demonstrates these attribution maps generated for
randomly selected instances from the test-set.

It is visible from Figure 19 that multiple attribution methods are used to generate
the heatmaps. These heatmaps depict the positive and negative contributions of
features in the activation of a target output. The red highlighted color shows the
positive influence of features over an activation, whereas blue indicates that these
features have a suppressing effect on the activation of a target neuron. Moreover,
attribution maps excluding ’saliency’ look very similar to each other, but it is hard
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to tell the similarity or difference among them.

Figure 19: Interpreting CNN prediction by generating attribution maps using
DeepExplain framework.

Explanation robustness measures (Section 3.5) help to suchmeasure the variation
in the attribution maps. Measuring the variation not only helps to understand the
work-flow of the CNN model but also evaluates the attribution methods. It tells that
which attribution method best describes the right activation of neurons for a target
output.

4.2.4 Evaluating Explanations and Results

This section shows the evaluation of explanations generated by DeepExplain frame-
work and presents the results. Similar to Section 4.1.4, the local explanation
robustness measures (Section 3.5) are applied to extract the valuable results. In
this scenario, a trained convolutional neural network model serves as a black box
and attribution methods provided by DeepExplain produce attribution maps or
explanation vectors. The robustness measures used in the following experiments
are 1) Local Explanation Stability: If inputs do not differ widely, then the corre-
sponding explanations should not vary largely. 2) Local Explanation Separability:
If explanations do not differ widely, then the corresponding inputs should not vary
largely.

In the beginning, the experiments use an artificial dataset (section 4.2.1) to
generate the explanations and estimate the local explanation robustness. Next, the
experiments use the test-set and selected instances to demonstrate the results for
local explanation stability and local explanation separability measures. In the end,
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box-plots present the dataset-level estimations of robustness measures. It is also
important to mention that the low accuracy predictive models produce unstable
explanations; thus, the following evaluation used high-accuracy models (developed
in Section 4.2.2).

Following Figure 20 shows the result of applying attribution methods on a
small artificial dataset. A randomly selected instance from the test set is used to
generate the six versions of perturbed instances which creates the small dataset.
The noise ratio varies for each perturbed instance, as shown in the first column
σ value represents the noise variation, and p(3) represents the predicted class
probabilities. As it is illustrative, the top row shows the original image and its
corresponding attribution maps, whereas bottom rows present the attribution maps
for each perturbed instance. The ampersand (&) sign in the bottom rows represents
the ratio | | f (x) − f (x′)| |2/| |x − x′| |2 for the perturbed instance. By maximizing the
ratio as per Equation (6) gives the worst-deviation case of local explanation stability
measure for this small dataset.
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Figure 20: Explanations of randomly selected MNIST digit instance (top row)
and six variations of it with guassian noise. The perturbed instances are labeled
with probability and noise σ value. The ampersand (&) sign represents a ratio
| | f (x) − f (x′)| |2/| |x − x′| |2 for perturbed instance.

The worst-deviation case is visible in Figure 21, which shows that inputs are
similar but lead to different explanations. It is observed earlier that all perturbed
instances are predicted correctly with 1.0 probability which tells that a CNN model
easily differentiates the noise. However, it is not the case for attribution methods
applied to generate the explanations. Notably, an attribution map extracted using
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Saliency method appears to have a wide difference from the corresponding original
map. Apart from Saliency method, all other attribution methods seem to produce
similar results, having a close range of estimated Lipschitz values L(xi) as per
Equation (6).

(a) Saliency (b) Grad*input (c) e-LRP

(d) Occlusion (e) Deeplift

Figure 21: Noise Dataset: Worst-case deviations for the maximizing of the Lipschitz
estimation as a stability measure as per Equation (6).
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(a) Saliency (b) Grad*input (c) e-LRP

(d) Occlusion (e) Deeplift

Figure 22: Worst-case deviations for the maximizing of the Lipschitz estimation as
a stability measure L(xi) as per Equation (6).

Similarly, Figure 22 shows the worst-case deviations, which maximize the
Lipschitz estimate L(xi) as per Equation (6). However, a neighborhood in this
scenario is all the images which have a similar label; for example, all digit images
with label three. As shown in the Figure 22, Saliency method gives highest L(xi)

value as compared to other methods. It indicates that the Saliency method is more
likely to produce unstable explanations. On the other side, DeepLift gives the
minimum L(xi) value which makes it the most stable method as compare to others.
Grad*Input and e-LRPmethods output almost the similar values, whereas Occlusion
estimates a slightly higher value.

The above results are produced as the Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) showed
how to apply such robustness measure (6) on explanations. However, in the original
work, the image with label seven was used to demonstrate the results. As described
earlier, extending the Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018)’s method, we introduced a
new robustness measure (7). Likewise, we applied it on explanations and results are
visible in the following Figure 23.

Interestingly, Figure 23 shows different aspects regarding evaluating the expla-
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nations. In this scenario, it averages the Lipschitz estimate S(xi) as per Equation (7)
therefore the neighborhood was all the other images with a non-similar label, e.g.,
all images which do not have label three. Intuitively, the point of interest image is
close to the image which should have a label eight; however, it is not the case.

(a) Saliency (b) Grad*input (c) e-LRP

(d) Occlusion (e) Deeplift

Figure 23: Worst-case deviations for the averaging of the Lipschitz estimation as a
separability measure S(xi) as per Equation (7).

In the Figure 23, averaging Equation 1 validates that on-average what attribution
maps are similar to the attribution map of point of interest instance. Intuitively, the
point of interest relates to label eight; however, most of the attribution maps pick
deviation instances as label six. As it is visible in the Figure 23, Saliency attribution
maps tries to relate with an explanation of an image with label two, whereas, the
explanations generated through Grad*Input, e-LRP, Occlusion and Deeplift tend
to mix it with an image of label six. Nevertheless, the CNN model classifies the
deviation images highly accurately, which shows that it is not strictly important that
attribution maps should also have the same amount of differences as in deviation
images feature values.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

This last section first summarizes the results gathered from the previous section.
After that, it discusses the limitations and future work and then finally concludes the
research.

5.1 Results Summary

In section 4, the experiments showed the way of applying the robustness measures
on the explanation methods for several classification settings. The first experimental
setting uses logistic regression and random forest as classifiers trained on iris,
ionosphere and glass datasets. The explanations are generated using interpretability
methods, LIME and SHAP. After applying the robustness measures to such setting,
it appears that both of them lack overall stability and separability in generating
explanations.

In our first experiment setting when applying stability measure, SHAP generally
better explains the tree-based black-box such as random forest as compared to
LIME. In contrast, LIME explain logistic regression predictions slightly better then
SHAP. Though, it can not be generalized since we apply stability measure on the
explanations only to our specific experimental settings. As a summary, table 11
contains the mean values of local Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6) computed
in Figure 14.

Table 11: Mean values of local Lipschitz estimates stability as per Equation (6)
computed in Figure 14

Dataset Model LIME SHAP
Iris Random Forest 0.94 0.22

Logistic Regression 0.70 0.31
Ionosphere Random Forest 0.10 0.08

Logistic Regression 0.33 0.12
Glass Random Forest 0.09 0.10

Logistic Regression 0.03 0.04
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It shows that a random forest model trained on iris and ionosphere datasets
and explained by explanation method SHAP gives the lowest mean value of local
Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6). It means that these combinations produce
more stable explanations among comparison with other. However, for glass dataset,
a combination of the logistic regression model and LIME gives the lowest mean
value of local Lipschitz estimates as per Equation (6).

In our first experimental settings when applying separability measure, it appears
that on-average LIME explanations follow more separability as compared to SHAP
explanations. Moreover, both LIME and SHAP explanations have on-average high
separability when the model is logistic regression. It is understandable because of
the linearity of the logistic regression model. Nevertheless, we applied it also for the
random forest model, and the results show that SHAP explanations follow slightly
less average separability value than LIME explanations. Table 12 presents the mean
values of local Lipschitz estimates as a separability per Equation (7) for all the cases
shown in Figure 17.

Table 12: Mean values of local Lipschitz estimates separability as per Equation (7)
computed in Figure 17

Dataset Model LIME SHAP
Iris Random Forest 0.15 0.05

Logistic Regression 0.13 0.11
Ionosphere Random Forest 0.06 0.04

Logistic Regression 0.16 0.10
Glass Random Forest 0.007 0.006

Logistic Regression 0.008 0.005

Finally, the second experimental setting which uses convolutional neural network
trained on MNIST digits as classifier and DeepExplain framework to provide
explanations. Several attribution methods from DeepExplain were compared (as
presented in the above experiments) and the following Figure 24 and Figure 25
demonstrate dataset-level summary of robustness measures when applied to 100
randomly selected MNIST digits images.
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In the Figure 24, it looks as expected that Saliency method gives the highest
average value for maximizing the Lipschitz estimate L(xi) as per Equation (6),
making it the most unstable method among others. On the other side, Deeplift
method gives the lowest average value, whereas the other three methods (Grad*Input,
e-LRP, Occlusion) lie close to each other.

Figure 24: Local Lipschitz estimates L(xi) as a stability measure (6) computed on
randomly selected 100 MNIST digits explanations.

On the other side, Figure 25 shows the values for averaging the Lipschitz estimate
S(xi) as per Equation (7). In this case, Deeplift method gives the minimum average
value. It Deeplift method generates on-average similar attribution maps also for
different images which belong to different class labels. Similar to the previous case,
Grad*Input, e-LRP and Occlusion methods output values which are close to each
other. Saliency method shows the most separability in explanations by giving the
highest average value. Nevertheless, as we have in the earlier section, the CNN
model classifies even the deviation images with high accuracy. It shows that it
is not strictly important that attribution maps should also have the same amount
of differences as in deviation images feature values. However, in the case of low
accuracy model, less separability can be expected.
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Figure 25: Local Lipschitz estimates S(xi) as a separability measure (7) computed
on randomly selected 100 MNIST digits explanations.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work

Enhancing interpretability in machine learning by evaluating explanations is an
ongoing research challenge. In this work, mainly an approach proposed by Alvarez-
Melis and Jaakkola (2018) is studied and further extended. Following are the
limitations presented in two aspects: limitation of an approach, and limitation of
developed explanation evaluation framework.

Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018) utilizes the Lipschitz continuity approach and
apply it as an approximation function to measure the relative change in explanations
with respect to inputs, named as a stability measure. One of the main limitations of
this approach is that it is not straight forward to use it for measuring the fidelity of
an explanation. The main reason is Lipschitz continuity technique always requires
a continuous function after calculating the distance among two or more vectors
(Section 3.5); whereas measuring fidelity is a measure for a single input vector
(Molnar, 2018). Moreover, according to Molnar (2018)’s definition of consistency,
it is also a measure of a single input which makes it difficult to calculate it as a
Lipschitz estimate.

Secondly, in our work, we proposed a new robust measure, as a separability
measure and tested in on various benchmark datasets (Section 4.1.1 & 4.2.1). It is
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shown that measuring the relative change of input with regard to explanations also
lead to interesting results (Section 4.2.4). However, applying this measure on the
more extensive settings, e.g., textual or natural images dataset, might potentially
reveal surprising outcomes. In this work, we used LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016a),
SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) and DeepExplain framework (Ancona et al., 2017)
for explanations methods. In the future, new explanations methods can be used in
the comparison.

5.3 Conclusion

In this work, we started with an aim to design a robust explanation evaluation
framework which contributes to current ongoing research. In this first step, we set
to review existing literature that what it means to have interpretability in machine
learning. After that, we moved to explore currently popular explanation methods
which provide the way to generate explanations for black-box predictions.We selected
model-agnostic LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016a) and SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017)
methods and model-dependent DeepExplain framework (Ancona et al., 2017).

We divided our experiments into two types: the first setting for model-agnostic
methods and the second for model-dependent methods (Section 2.2). To evaluate
the robustness for generated explanations generated in both settings, we defined
explanation evaluation framework by using existing measure (Section 3.5.2) and
by proposing new robustness measure (Section 3.5.3). Our results showed that
separability measure uncovers that behavior which can be useful in conjunction with
other evaluation metrics.

Our results illustrated that both agnostic perturbation based methods and
dependent gradient-based methods may lack stability. We used examples with
minimal differences in feature values which do not affect black-box predictions, yet
they have a significant impact with respect to explanations. Also, our proposed
separability measure reveals that explanation methods produce similar explanations
for inputs which belong to different classes and have a wide difference in feature
values. In our results, we also observed that when the model has a high accuracy,
and explanations have stability then having less separability value may indicate that
the model follows linearity for the most parts. This makes separability measure
also useful in scenarios where it is important to find out that how much linearity is
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present in the black-box model.
Particularly, if the goal of explanation methods is to provide an understanding

of predictive models, then the explanations should be stable and less variant to
small differences in inputs (Section 3.5.2). Moreover, explanations should also
differentiate when there is a wide difference in feature values (Section 3.5.3). We
applied these robustness measures on the settings where benchmark classification
datasets (Section 4.1.1 & 4.2.1), and black-box classification models (Section 4.2
& 4.2) are used. However, it inspires further study where complex predictive models
trained on textual and natural images datasets can be used in exploration.
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